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I N T R O D U C T I O N

Facial recognition technology is taking off in a big way.
Many people are now used to automatically opening
their smartphone using their face as their ID. GBG has
now used this facial recognition technology to develop
next generation KYC checks with GBG IDscan. 

PassFort recently extended its partnership with GBG,
introducing a new integration with IDscan. This report
provides insight into the ID verification solutions, its
inception, why the compliance industry needs it and how
the facial recognition technology works.
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H O W  D O E S  G B G  F I T  I N T O  T H E
C O M P L I A N C E  L A N D S C A P E
R E G U L A T E D  F I R M S  A R E
N A V I G A T I N G ?

Simon Vallis: In the markets and sectors we operate
in, which is largely financial services, we've seen
regulatory compliance moving to become a central
process at the heart of customer onboarding
journeys. With that there’s been a drive away from
manual customer interactions and back office
activities to digital-first customer processes for risk
and compliance. Needless to say, the current
pandemic has magnified this. 

We're seeing companies who felt they were 2years
away from full digital transformation now looking to
migrate processes immediately. The current
pandemic is going to have a lasting impact on the
way we engage face to face with businesses and
customers. Things probably won't ever be the same
again. Businesses who aren't providing consumers a
digital identity verification process are at a
significant commercial disadvantage to those who
already have one in place. 

The most important thing in risk and compliance in
the current world is having solutions that are
sophisticated and that enable excellent customer
experiences.

There are certain companies leading the way in this;
really stealing a march. 

The solutions and services that we at GBG and you
at PassFort offer have got to help customers beat
fraud, meet compliance and ultimately allow as many
good guys through the front door as possible. 

Donald Gillies: One of the first questions for
businesses to answer now is, can the real economy
become a digital economy?

A lot of the transactions we were used to conducting
face to face and relationships that would have built
face to face went online overnight.

D I D  Y O U R  P R O D U C T
S T R A T E G Y  C H A N G E  D U E  T O
C O V I D - 1 9 ?

David Thomas: We can't have this conversation
without taking into account the strange new world
we live in. The positive spin on that from a strategic
perspective is there's organisations involved in areas
like financial services, who are heavily regulated that
have had a shift in risk focus. In the past, plans may
have been extended and put on hold, but risk
elements are now being driven to the full, because
there is genuinely no alternative.
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David: From a product perspective, one could draw a
parallel between working from home and remote
onboarding of customers, which is where IDscan fits
in the mix.

There is an acknowledgement that the capability to
bring traditional businesses into the remote space
has always been there. It's simply been a matter of
driving an acceptance of that risk to make
organisations understand digital processes, like
onboarding and KYC, can be effective.

What we're seeing from an impact perspective,
predominantly as a result of COVID, but also as a
result of the inevitable halo effect of COVID, is that
risk propensity is being extended. Larger financial
organisations are now willing to get into a position,
not dissimilar to their FinTech competitors, to drive
digital acceptance of their onboarding processes.

Donald: It's about that shift to remote working,
which is now required, that’s proving out the digital
infrastructure companies like ours supply into the
marketplace.

In addition, it’s an augmentation of existing
resources and focussing peoples’ time on the things
that matter; the risks that are identified, as opposed
to having to undertake remedial work.

F R O M  P H Y S I C A L  T O  D I G I T A L
I D  V E R I F I C A T I O N

Donald: GBG IDscan's technology is really a
manifestation of what used to be a physical
technology from a very different industry to
financial services. I believe the underlining
technology was developed in prisons and airports
with physical security.

Simon: IDscan has a good story to tell of how it
came about. It was linked to nightclubs. The original
owner of IDscan owned nightclubs in London and
was having issues with underage people entering the
premises. 

As a result, a scanning technology was developed
that anybody of a certain age who goes out in
London and the major cities in the UK will be very
aware of. You'll be asked to produce an identity
document and that is scanned by the doorman to
prove you are of an appropriate age to enter.

Now it’s used for many different reasons, whether
it's season tickets at football clubs or visitors to
prisons It’s also linked to knowing the identity of
everybody in a property or on a premises, which is
significant in a COVID situation. 
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Simon: In prisons though, anybody visiting is asked
to produce an identity document, which is then
scanned. What prisons were seeing was that a
number of people in the queue weren’t there for a
social visit. So, they were leaving the queue at the
point they realised they would be asked to produce
ID. 

The digital proposition is a different use cases, but in
the same way people were walking away from the
prison doors because they didn’t want to provide
documentation, people are walking away from online
sign up on websites.

Donald: An advantage from an infrastructure
perspective is a bank of data that your algorithms
can be trained on. I imagine this is powerful from the
perspective of improving matching algorithms. 

David: Some of our scanning technology includes the
ability to store data as a result of a customer opt-in
for marketing purposes. One of the benefits during 
 a time of COVID is that this data can be repurposed
and immediately used as a track and trace capability
for every individual that's entered your premises at a
specific time. 

One can pull reports to quickly and simply notify
customers if they are at risk, which has allowed some
of our customers to open their businesses earlier.

The scanning of documents to ensure they are
accurate and legitimate. The document integrity
portion of the journey is particularly important
Ensuring the person presenting that document is
the legitimate holder and that they are present at
the time they make the application 

H O W  D O E S  G B G  I D  S C A N
W O R K ?

David: IDscan works on two major facets of the
onboarding process: 

1.

2.

These two items combined in what we deem a
journey ensure there hasn’t been spoofing of an
identity and ensure that within a remote
environment our customers can safely onboard their
customers. 

To illustrate IDscan, we've defined 2 journeys – the
happy and unhappy path.

THE UNHAPPY PATH

Starting with the unhappy version, we kick off what
we call our smart capture journey. What that does is
ask for the front of the document (or potentially the
front and back) to be scanned, after which our
system automatically makes a determination as to
which document it is.
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Active is gesture based where the user is
prompted to perform certain actions like tilting
their head to the left or right, up and down,
smiling and frowning to determine liveliness
Passive being something that actually takes place
in the background and the user doesn't
necessarily have to perform any actions to
qualify

David: Based on the type of document, it'll ask for
the natural next step, such as Near Field
Communication (NFC), which is the same technology
used to tap a contactless card in a retail
environment. We use NFC technology to extract
excellent quality data from a biometric chip on a
passport or identity document.

Thereafter, we move onto the “liveness” step, which
can be either active or passive. There are two types
of liveness that GBG offers. 

Having scanned the document, we have extracted
the photograph of the individual, known as the
portrait photo. Then the individual is asked to
perform the act of liveness, so they are asked to
smile, move to the left, frown and then move the
head slightly down. 

As the user follows these steps, the technology
automatically picks up that they are following
correctly. 

If they don't perform the actions or perform them
correctly, they will time out and the user will be
prompted to try again.

Eventually if they can't try again and they don't seem
to get it right, they will fail that journey and simply
can't be onboarded. 

There can also be referrals, not because of the
liveliness component, but because the passport used
in the initial step has a photograph it that doesn't
match the face-matching component for the person
who performed the liveness step. 

No fraudster will be able to get past this process
effectively when one combines the document
authenticity processes with the liveness component
and the facial-matching technology GBG provides.

THE HAPPY PATH

Looking at the same process, the individual has  to
be represented on the document because you can’t
fake the happy path. 

We scan the documents and the camera handles its
classification. There's no need to tell it that it's an
Italian passport or a German ID card, the system
known as smart capture in IDscan makes that
determination and prompts the NFC step.
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David: Then the user simply holds their mobile
phone app against the document in question to scan
the NFC chip, obtaining that fantastic level of quality
data.

Then we move to the final step in the journey, which
is liveliness. The individual is prompted to frown or
tilt the head down, smile, move left or right. These
are all randomised, so no one can use a pre-recorded
video. 

In the end, we achieve a passed journey because the
face matches the portrait picture from the identity
document itself and the NFC.

You can see the two photographs next to each other
and when you combine all those steps, you end up
with an anti-impersonation journey that proves your
user is who they say they are, and also gives you an
excellent extraction of the data from the document
without the user having to type anything.

The concept we call “using the camera as a
keyboard” eliminates human error and ensures the
journey is as friction-free as possible for end user,
which is ultimately what we want to achieve - an
easy and effective onboarding experience for users
and good quality data capture with document
authenticity from a compliance perspective.

T H E  R I G H T  A M O U N T  O F
F R I C T I O N  I N  C U S T O M E R
O N B O A R D I N G  J O U R N E Y S

Donald: We hear customers speak about making
sure there is enough friction in the onboarding
process, so as to deter fraudsters who are going to
impact their bottom line. Everyone talks about
fantastic customer experience and making it as easy
as possible to open an account, but part of the
reason our companies works so well together is we
have the same risk-based approach to managing
friction in the onboarding process.

What we want to do is introduce friction at the
appropriate point, so that there's enough buy in to
the customer relationship which means authentic
users continue and inauthentic users drop off. 

David: Zero friction in the journey means there is
also a lack of credibility in the journey and that's as
important to present to customers at the right time
as it is to be entirely accurate.

We're always balancing the perfect level of friction
and the most accurate capture with as much
integrity as one can possibly leverage from the
journey.
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David: Friendly friction is a term used in the
industry. It ensures applicants are well
communicated with, understand why they have to
perform a specific action and understand exactly
what the output will be from that action. That's
something GBG, in conjunction with PassFort, prides
itself on. Using a risk-based approach, which can be
configured according to the risk propensity for each
specific customer.

I N S T A N C E S  O F  C U S T O M E R
S U C C E S S

Simon: There have been a number of mutual
customers of GBG and PassFort getting good results.
Whether it's related to bounce back loans or COVID
specific loans that are in the marketplace. We're
ensuring customers have an efficient and quick  KYC
process.

There have been large numbers of people applying
for loans in a very short space of time. That really
meant customers had to have efficient processes for
getting through those in an acceptable timeframe
while making sure they met regulatory requirements. 

Fraudsters are trying to make the most of this
situation and there's been a real spike in fraudulent
activity. 

So we have been able marrying the customer
experience with an efficient process that can be
scaled quickly to deal with lots of applications to
onboard new customers in a short space of time. 

This quick, efficient experience has left customers 
 very happy while at the same time meeting
compliance requirements and risk assessment
strategies.

Donald: To add some facts around a client we jointly
serve – they were already operating at a scale of
hundreds of thousands of applications. We saw that
volume spike x3 over the lockdown period as the
government announce bounce back loans etc.
Couple that increase in customer volumes and
having to get 90 team members to work remotely
across a 1st line, 2nd line and 3rd line of defence
operating framework, and that's a huge amount of
complexity.

But there has been no drop off in performance levels
at all. If anything, their acceptance rates and
application approval rates have continued to
improve with the joint work PassFort and GBG have
been doing. There are ways to combine appropriate
risk modelling with workflow management and best
in class vendor solutions for document verification
with facial recognition to drive revenue performance
while managing costs.
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Referencing something mentioned earlier - that
6.5second mark is considered our average. It can be
a lot quicker than that, depending on how the
journey is configured, but it's our ongoing ambition
to ensure that speed of use and availability is
permanently in place and continually available to
customers. Because of course, nowadays, the
onboarding process is often unattended. At 3am,
when your customer has the whim and if they
choose to engage, our systems need to be available
and with the relative speed you expect your
customers will expect.

Donald: Simon, in terms of areas of interest, what
are the use cases you feel are particularly strong? 

Simon: We said this type of technology isn't
necessarily new, but it's a new customer journey. It's
new technology to quite a lot of companies and
sectors.

COVID has meant different sectors we hadn't
anticipated being in our pipeline are now cropping
up and looking at this technology, because we may
see further spikes and businesses don't want to be
caught out again. They want to make sure they've
got a remote process. Anyone looking to fool proof
their solution and allow customers to onboard
whether we're in a highly restrictive lockdown or not
is interested in digital KYC.

W H A T ' S  N E X T ?

David: Two items that we've already touched on will
take us through to the end of the year from a major
release perspective.

The first is that NFC component, which we covered
earlier in the unhappy and the happy path. We're
doing that in partnership with probably the world's
leading NFC provider. 

In October, we are rolling out development of the
passive liveliness capabilities, which is liveliness
being quantified through the use of a single image,
as opposed to the act of process. And we'll be
coupling that with a choice being made available to
customers where they can toggle to qualify and
maintain their risk propensity.

We're always improving by adding more documents
to our library capability. And we have a substantial
push into other parts of the world outside Europe.
But, we also continue to maintain and improve our
existing document library through a straight through
port channel and machine learning capabilities pulled
into our solutions. There's a host of continual
improvements being built into the platform from a
scalability perspective, as we ramp up with
additional volumes. And from a durability
perspective, to ensure users can be serviced 24
hours a day.
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This instalment in our best practice series focussed on the context
for compliance processes, such as onboarding, right now and how
next generation technology including facial recognition are working
to digital transform KYC processes for many types of regulated 
 business.

For more information about this report or the best practice series,
please email info@passfort.com.

ABOUT GBG
GBG offers a range of solutions that help organisations quickly
validate and verify the identity and location of their customers. Its
market-leading technology, data and expertise helps customers
improve digital access, deliver a seamless experience and establish
trust so they can transact quickly, safely and securely with their
customers online. 

To find out more about how we help our customers establish trust
with their customers, visit www.gbgplc.com and follow us on
LinkedIn and Twitter @gbgplc.

ABOUT PASSFORT
PassFort offers a single SaaS solution for full Customer Lifecycle
Management. Headquartered in London, PassFort serves financial
institutions of all types and sizes, processing more than 150,000
compliance journeys each month.
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